Asset management solutions
To support your business objectives

Achieve greater efficiency in asset management by
managing all your asset types on a single platform.

Obtain an entirely new level
of asset awareness
Every company knows it is crucial to care for the critical assets
the company depends on, whether they include a fleet of trucks
or a plant full of production equipment. To meet the specific needs
of different asset types, organizations have traditionally relied on
multiple software solutions. These solutions, however, provide only
a partial view of an organization’s total enterprise assets, making it
difficult to identify areas for performance improvement. As a result,
organizations don’t have the asset visibility they need to achieve
the operational excellence they seek.
IBM Maximo® Asset Management takes the power, performance
and possibilities of asset management to an entirely new level.
Built on a single software platform, Maximo Asset Management
delivers a comprehensive view of all asset types — production,
facilities, transportation and IT — across your enterprise. This
holistic perspective allows you to see all of your assets, as
well as identify all of the untapped potential within them. You
gain the knowledge and control you need to closely align your
organization’s goals with the overall goals of your business.



Get everything you need to optimize
your assets and your business
Consisting of six key management modules — asset, work, service, contract, materials
and procurement management — Maximo Asset Management is the only solution you
need to optimize the performance of every asset. To help maximize return on assets,

When you use Maximo
Asset Management to help
maximize the performance
and lifetime value of complex
assets and closely align them
with your overall business
strategy, you help:

Maximo Asset Management enables you to develop comprehensive programs for
preventive, predictive, routine and unplanned maintenance. Together, these programs
contribute to your goals of reducing costs and increasing asset uptime.

Maximo Asset Management
Work
management

• Improve return on assets.
• Decrease costs and risk.
• Increase productivity.
• Improve asset-related decision

Asset
management

MAXIMO
ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Service
management

making.
• Increase asset service delivery
responsiveness and revenue.

Contract
management

Procurement
management

• Facilitate regulatory compliance
efforts.

Materials
management

• Lower total cost of ownership.



Turn knowledge
into decisionmaking power and
asset performance
Maximo Asset Management effectively

Work management

practices through IBM Tivoli Service
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Manage both planned and unplanned

Request Manager and further align
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Asset management
All the control you need to seamlessly

lish priorities and initiate maintenance
activities across the enterprise.

track and manage asset and location
data throughout its entire life cycle.

organizational communication and
•	Tracking tools enable detailed
analysis of resources, materials, and

•	Track asset detail — including loca-

equipment use and costs — helping

tion, work and cost history — over

decrease labor and materials costs.

time to help maximize productivity
and extend asset life.
•	Establish location and asset
hierarchies to roll up costs across
systems, subsystems and locations,
and also obtain a complete understanding of asset costs.
•	Monitor asset and location conditions

•	Graphical assignment manager helps

with the right skills to the right job.
•	Preventive maintenance (PM) functionality allows you to put PM schedules
in place with the right job steps
and resource requirements, helping

decrease unplanned downtime.

unplanned downtime and reactive

of all your critical assets and their
interdependencies.

(SLAs) to help increase communication between your organization and the
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technicians with their work, to reduce
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•	Establish service level agreements
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verify that the services provided are

optimize maintenance schedules and

to enable proactive — rather than

•	Extend asset coverage to IT assets

•	Define service offerings to help improve

maintenance.

•	Monitor service level delivery proactively against metrics to avoid missing
service level commitments.
•	Implement escalation procedures to
properly manage resources to achieve
service level commitments.

Contract management
Have enhanced control over your

Service management
Allow end users to submit new service
requests, as well as track and update
open service requests. Apply additional service management best



vendor contracts with this integrated
contract management system. Provide
comprehensive contract management
support for purchase, lease, rental,
warranty, labor rate, master, blanket
and user-defined contracts.
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•	Help optimize and plan inventory to
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costs, as well as achieve economies
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Procurement management
Support all phases of enterprise-
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Materials management
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excess or obsolete inventory.

verify the reliability of vendors and the
quality of materials and services.



Adapt to your
unique needs
No matter the size of your company,

IBM Maximo Change Manager

IBM Maximo Asset Navigator

number of sites or variety of locations,

Enjoy fully integrated, comprehensive

This Web-based graphical system

Maximo Asset Management can help
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IBM Maximo Calibration

Computer-Aided Design (CAD)

Effectively manage the calibration

and Web portals for a more holistic

IBM Maximo Online
Commerce System

of your test and measurement tools,

view of all of your asset information.

This Internet-based supply chain
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Aided Facility Management (CAFM),
Customer Information System (CIS),



For more information

To learn more about how IBM can

IBM understands your need for an

help you deliver the control you need

asset and service management solution

to see every asset clearly, solve your

that can evolve along with your busi-

toughest asset management challenges

ness. That’s why we offer Maximo Asset

and grow in ways you never thought

Management. It provides vital capabili-

possible, contact your IBM representa-

ties within IBM Service Management,

tive or IBM Business Partner, or visit

which helps align IT and business —

www.maximo.com or ibm.com/tivoli

now and in the future.
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